Since q<3n~1 ! *, the expression in the parenthesis is positive for n large enough, and ]C*-i|/( e * ?/ *)| <2 n , unless <z = 0. But g = 0 means that every s"= -1, and f(z) = (z+l) n . The theorem has thus been proved for large values of n. (5) For small values of n the theorem is incorrect. For example, if/(s) = (2+1) • (2-1/2), then \f(e ie ) | has relative extrema for 0 = 0, TT, arc cos (1/8), and the sum of the values of \f(e id ) | at these places is 4.18>2 2 . f(z) = (z + l) 2 -(2 -1/3) is another example in which 21 ƒ(*/*) I = 8.14>2
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AMHERST COLLEGE
ON LOCALLY SIMPLE CURVES G. T. WHYBURN
1. Introduction. A continuous transformation ƒ(A) = B is locally simple provided that for each xÇLA there is a neighborhood U of x such that U-f~l(y) contains at most one point for each yÇzB. For the case where A is a circle and B is planar, such mappings have been studied recently by Morse and Heins [l] 1 and used effectively in investigating meromorphic and other functions by topological methods.
In this paper topological characterizations will be obtained for those continua (compact connected metric spaces) which admit locally simple representations on the circle, that is, which are the image of the circle under some locally simple mapping.
It is clear that if A is compact and metric, a mapping (continuous) ƒ (A) -B is locally simple if and only if there exists an e>0 such that any subset of A of diameter not greater than e maps topologically onto its image under ƒ or, equivalently, for any y £5, any two distinct points oîf^iy) are at a distance greater than e apart. A simple arc ab in a continuum M will be called doubly extensible in M provided M contains a simple arc aiabfa such that every point of ab is an interior point of aiobbi. A continuum homeomorphic with the letter 0 or with the figure 8 is called a 0-curve or an 8-curve respectively ; one homeomorphic with the sum of two disjoint circles plus a segment joining them with just an end point in each will be called a dumbbell curve; and one homeomorphic with a circumference plus a radius will be called a lariat curve. A set is cyclic if it is connected and has no cut point. In case at least one of the points a and & is a cut point, the sets C a and Cb are disjoint and the set C=C a +Cb+ab is a dumbbell curve, a simple arc, or a lariat curve and all end points of C are end points of M. 
(2.2) THEOREM. Every doubly extensible arc ab in a cyclic locally connected continuum C is contained in a cyclic graph in C.
For let a\abb\ be an arc in C containing ab in its interior. Let S be the set of all xÇ.ab such that there exists a cyclic graph G x in C intersecting ab\ in an arc ay where y^xb x -x.
Then S is nonempty since M-a contains an arc wz intersecting aj>i in just w and z and so that w^aia, s£a&i. Also 5 is open in ab because if x(~S and G x and ay are determined by x, clearly they serve also for any x'Çzay-y. But S is also closed in ab. For let p be a limit point of 5 and suppose p not in S. Let uv be an arc in C-p with uÇ.ap, vÇ~pbx and wî>-a&i = #+t;. Then there is a point x (~S-(up--u) .
Let G* be the corresponding cyclic graph with G x -abi~ay. Then yÇzup, as otherwise ££S. But then if q is the last point of G z on «z/, G x +ypv+qv is a cyclic graph in C intersecting ab\ in just av and v(~pbi-p.
Thus 5 is both open and closed in ab and hence S -ab. Accordingly there exists a cyclic graph Gb intersecting ab\ in ay> where yÇzbbi -b, and hence containing ab.
Since every arc in a cyclic graph, or in any graph without end points, obviously is doubly extensible in that graph, we have (2.21) COROLLARY.
In a cyclic locally connected continuum C, a simple arc is doubly extensible if and only if it is imbeddable in a cyclic graph in C.
A simple example of a cyclic locally connected continuum containing a non-extensible arc is afforded by the right triangle with vertices (0, 0), (1, 0), and (1, 1) together with an infinite sequence of vertical segments joining the hypotenuse and base and converging to the origin. Then any simple arc in this continuum containing infinitely many of the vertical segments fails to be doubly extensible.
3. Locally simple representations on the circle. We begin with an addition theorem. Then ƒ is continuous since the definitions agree at the places where they overlap, namely, the values .0i, 0 2 and 2TT or 0 for 0. Also since jfi and/ 2 are locally simple and the image set under ƒ of the arc given by 7r/2^g0g0i has just w in common with C 2 whereas ƒ(z)£C% for 0i^0^37r/2 and a similar situation holds in the neighborhood of 0 2 , it follows that ƒ is locally simple. Finally, since ƒ agrees with f\ over an interval of 0 of length greater than ir/2 and also with / 2 over a similar interval, it follows that ƒ maps the circle |s| =1 onto Ci+C 2 .
(3.11) COROLLARY. Any continuum which is the sum of a finite number of continua each of which has a locally simple representation on the circle itself has a locally simple representation on the circle. For suppose the mapping/(C) = ikf is locally simple, where C is a circle. Then for some e>0, every arc of C of diameter less than 3e maps topologically onto its image in M. Thus if we subdivide C into a finite number of arcs of diameter less than e, the image of each of these arcs is a doubly extensible simple arc in M and the sum of these images is M itself.
On the other hand, suppose M is the sum of a finite number of double extensible arcs cei, ce 2 , • • • , a n . Since then no point of M can be an end point, by (2.11) each ce» is contained in either a simple closed curve, a 0-curve, an 8-curve, or a dumbbell curve in M. Thus each ai is contained in either a dumbbell curve or in the sum of at most two simple closed curves in M. Accordingly, we can write il^Xa^i-X^Ct, where each C» is either a simple closed curve or a dumbell curve. Since clearly each C% has a locally simple representation on the circle, it follows by (3.11) that so also has M.
(3.3) THEOREM. In order that a continuum have a locally simple representation on the circle it is necessary and sufficient that it be the sum of a finite number of simple closed curves and dumbbell curves.
For if M satisfies this condition, it has a locally simple representation on the circle by (3.11), since each of the component curves has such a representation; and if M has such a representation, by (3.2) and its proof, M is the sum of a finite number of curves of the required type.
(
3.31) A connected graph has a locally simple representation on the circle if and only if it has no end points. (3.4) THEOREM. A cyclic continuum M has a locally simple repre-sentation on the circle if and only if it is the sum of a finite number of simple closed curves.
For if M is such a sum, it has a locally simple representation on the circle by (3.11). On the other hand, if M has this type of representation, by (3.2) it is the sum of a finite number of doubly extensible arcs. Then since each such arc lies in a cyclic graph in M by (2.2), M is the sum of an equal number of cyclic graphs. But each cyclic graph is the sum of a finite number of simple closed curves, because each edge lies on a simple closed curve in the graph. Accordingly, M is the sum of a finite number of simple closed curves.
Example, It is now clear that the continuum described at the end of §2 admits no locally simple representation on the circle, since it is not a finite sum of simple close curves or of extensible arcs.
Representations of boundary curves.
A boundary curve is a locally connected continuum every true cyclic element of which is a a simple closed curve, or equivalently, a locally connected continuum which is homeomorphic with the boundary of a plane region. For this and other terms used in § §4 and 5, the reader is referred to the author's book [2] . First, (i) implies (ii), since every degenerate node is an end point. To show that (ii) implies (iii), we have only to take e = d. Then since the closure of any component of the complement in M of a point of M contains at least one node of M, (iii) is satisfied. Finally, if (iii) holds, M can have neither an end point nor an infinity of nodes, because in either case we could find a cut point p of M and a component of M-p of diameter less than any given positive number since the nondegenerate nodes can form a null sequence at most. For by property (iii), there exists ane>0 such that for any pÇ^B, each component of B-p is of diameter not less than e. Let ô>0 be chosen so that the image under ƒ of any subset of C of diameter less than S is of diameter less than e. Then on any arc of C of diameter less than S, ƒ must be 1-1. This is a direct consequence of (4.2), (4.3), and the fact that any boundary curve has light non-alternating representations on the circle. Now if we make use of the fact, somewhat harder to prove, that every point of a cyclic locally connected continuum C is interior to some arc in C, we can omit the clause "which are interior points of arcs of C" from (5.3) and we have the cyclic connectedness theorem. 
